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This paper reports the current status of devebpment activities for ABWR-II which is the
next generation design based on ABWR. Six Japanese BWR utilities and three BWR
plant venders, General Electric Company, Hitachi Ltd. and Toshiba Corporation, have
jointly been promoting the program. The program has been progressing for a
decade.[1][2] In Phase I (1991-92), future technologies were discussed and several plant
concepts were studied. In Phase II (1993-95), in order to establish a reference reactor
concept, key design features were selected. In Phase II (1996-2000), based on the
reference reactor concept, modifications and improvements have been done in order to
satisfy the design requirements well. The start of commercial operation of ABWR-II is
estimated to be in the late 2010s when replacements of the first generation of operating
nuclear power plants are expected to start. Larger power output and some passive safety
features are adopted in order to make ABWR-II competitive in power generation cost and
attain public confidence on safety. The advantages of a large fuel bundle design are also
discussed here.

Introduction
In early 1990, the activity to develop the next generation reactor was started even though
the first ABWRs were still under construction in Kashiwazaki-Kariwa. It may seem too
early but replacement of operating power plants is supposed to be necessary and
frequent in the next two decades. Since the development of new nuclear power plants will
take significant time and resources, planning and implementation must begin soon.
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At the beginning of the development, it was considered how to make the plant design
more user friendly since we were concerned regarding lack of human resources in the
coming century. Then main activities were selection of new ideas to contribute to easy
operation and maintenance. In the meantime, two important changes arose in
circumstances of nuclear power business. One was the delay of fast breeder reactor
development because of the trouble of Monju, and the other was the deregulation of
electric power business. The delay of FBR development raised the importance of light
water reactors much higher in nuclear power generation. The deregulation of electric
power business highlighted the urgency of improving nuclear power economics much
better.

Therefore, one of the most important incentives to develop ABWR-II has become
improvement of economical competitiveness. Even for Japan, escalation of fossil fuel
prices or environmental restrictions on the consumption of fossil fuel will not be good
enough to maintain the ruclear option. Nuclear power must exhibit clear economic
advantages exclusive of price stability or energy independence in order to become a
rational choice under economic globalization. If nuclear power loses its economic
advantage, it is clear that new nuclear power plants won't be constructed. Therefore, any
R&D cost itself should be well justified considering cost-benefit point of view. Then,
development program focused on further improvement and evolution of the ABWR was
pursued rather than pursuing revolutionary technologies.

Another important incentive is safety performance. The next generation nuclear power
plant should meet the highest world safety standards. Implementation of advanced
technologies will not only result in better economics but in improved safety performance
as well. Taking severe accident issues into consideration at the design phase is important
too.

ABWR-II design requirements
The design requirements for ABWR-II have been discussed since the beginning of this
program[3] and were updated considering social and economical changes of
environment along the way, such as referendums or a political decisions against nuclear
power stations in some European countries and deregulation in the power generation
business.

First of all, in order to improve the economical competitiveness of the light water reactor
as much as possible, we would like to adopt advanced technologies which were
developed after the time that the ABWR design was fixed.

Secondly, the next generation of nuclear power plants must meet the highest world safety
standards. Implementation of advanced technologies will not only result in better
economics but in improved safety performance as well. Taking severe accident issues
into consideration at the design phase is also an important issue.

Third, the design should possess inherent flexibility in terms of operation and
maintenance to accommodate a limited available work force. One key feature is the
capability of online maintenance, which can mitigate the need for a large work force during
reactor refueling and maintenance outage periods.
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The last requirement is to achieve increased flexibility with regard to worldwide fuel cycle
trends such as uranium availability and price, plutonium balance and new fuel cycle
technologies.

ABWR-II plant design
The ABWR-II currently has 1700 MW electric output, a large fuel bundle and large size
valves, all of which contribute to improve plant economy. Furthermore, because of the
modification of the ECCS configuration, it becomes much easier to perform online
maintenance of safety systems. For enhanced safety, the reference design implements a
passive residual heat removal system and passive hydrogen recombination. Gas turbines
are used, in addition to diesel generators, as ECCS power sources. This power source
diversity can reduce the risk of station black out.

A major factor in nuclear power generation costs is capital costs. Since the rate of
increase of capital costs is less than the increase of rated power level, the so-called "merit
of scale" from power uprate can be substantial. While operation and maintenance costs
are almost constant regardless of the plant's rated power level. Therefore increasing rated
power level is an effective way to reduce nuclear power generation costs.

When the Phase I program started, the ABWR-II plant power output was set at 1350 MWe,
the same as ABWR. During Phase II, when the need for cost reduction increased, the
reference output was increased to 1500 MWe to obtain larger merit of scale. In Phase III,
it became apparent that the target of 30 % power generation cost reduction was tough
objective. For example, engineering safety features are around 6% of the total cost and
the impact on total cost reduction is rather small even if they could be eliminated
completely. So the output was again increased to 1700 MWe as a reference.

This 1700 MWe output was decided considering compatibility with Japanese grid
capacity and manufacturing capacity for components such as reactor pressure vessels
and generators. The larger output would be suitable also for future replacement of old
plants because of better efficiency in using limited site area and common facilities.

The 1.5 times large K-lattice concept can increase fuel inventory since the bypass flow
region is smaller than that in the conventional design. The resulting improvement in
thermal margin can be used for power uprate, higher burnup and longer cycle operation.
So The 1.5 times large K-lattice core was selected for the reference design.

The ECCS configuration is modified in order to make it possible to perform online
maintenance. The larger sized MSIVs and SRVs are adopted so as not to increase their
numbers relative to the increased power level. These modifications contribute to an
improved capacity factor and, when combined with a large merit of scale contribution,
achieve a power generation cost which is around 23% less than the current generation
ABWR.

Core and fuel reference design
Basic policies of the ABWR-II core design are as follows:
- Keep the same level margin as the current core design in order to have enough flexibility
for future higher burnup and longer cycle operation, under the condition to meet power
uprate to 1700MWe
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- Reduce components and shorten the refueling outage time to improve the capacity
factor

To meet above requirements, 1.5 times large K-lattice fuel bundle was selected for the
reference core design.[4][5][6] Simply increasing power density for uprating results in
lower thermal margin if the fuel design is not changed. Core design studies implied
potential benefits of alternate fuel bundle size and control rod layout. The core design
concept based on the largefuel bundle is able to increase the area inside the channel box
under the condition of the same water gap between two channel boxes. Figure.1 shows
the effect on the increment of fuel rods by larger fuel bundle pitch. The large bundle has
potential for increasing the number of fuel rods in support of uprating plant output. On the
other hand, the fuel bundle pitch increase results in less cold shutdown margin (CSDM)
due to decrease of the number of CRs. In addition, CSDM decreases due to the fuel
inventory increase as well, namely the smaller hydrogen-to-uranium ratio.
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Fig. 1 Increment of Fuel Rods by Larger Fuel Bundle Pitch

The K-lattice control rod concept was chosen as a countermeasure for cold shutdown
margin. The K-lattice concept, compared to the conventional control rod design (N-lattice),
is illustrated in Figure. 2. In the K-lattice concept, the number of CRs per bundle is
increased to two CRs for every four fuel bundles, while one CR per four bundles for the
conventional lattice. So the K-lattice control concept provides improvement in CSDM and
makes it possible to adopt a larger bundle size.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Lattice Configurations
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Figure.3 shows the relationship between CSDM and fuel bundle pitch. Fuel with 1.6 times
the bundle pitch of the conventional design still satisfies CSDM. The large K-lattice
concept has potential benefits of reducing the CR/CRDs and shortening refueling outrage
time. Although a twice bundle pitch had been considered as a candidate for reference
design, but it had difficulty to satisfy CSDM while simultaneously supporting long cycle
length and high burnup targets.
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Fig. 3 Relation between CSDM and Fuel Bundle

Major item for the reference core specifications are shown in Table 1 along with a
comparison to the ABWR design. The core map for the reference core is shown Figure.4.
The fuel bundle pitch is 23.3 cm, which is 1.5 times that of the conventional BWR fuel
bundle pitch. The number of CRs and fuel bundles are 197 and 424 respectively. The 1.5
times large K-lattice design concept contributes toward minimizing the reactor pressure
vessel size to meet the 1700 MWe output.

Lattice size: 233mm

(x 1.50 to current ABWR)

Assembly: 424

Control Rod: 197

Diameter of circumscribed circle:

5670m

Fig. 4 Core Map for the Reference Core

Equilibrium core evaluation was performed using the control rod pattern calculation for the
reference core in order to confirm core margins and see economical effects and
enhanced flexibility in fuel cycle. The evaluated results indicate that cold shutdown
margins are satisfied for 18 month cycle and 60 GWd/t burnup UO2 core and full MOX
bundle (45 GWd/t) loading core cases with uprating the plant output up to 1700MWe. In
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addition, transient and stability performance for the reference core was evaluated and it
fulfilled all design criteria.

Table 1 Main Parameters for the Reference Core

Item

Electric Power(MWe)
Reactor thermal power(MWt)
Operating cycle length(EFPM)
Average discharge burnup(GWd/t)
Maximum core flow rate(1/hr)

Active core height(m)

Fuel bundle pitch(cm)
Number of control rod drives
Number of fuel bundles

Reference
Core
1700
4960

18
60

62.1xlO3

3.71
23.3

197
424

ABWR
(StepIE Fuel)

1356
3926

13
45

57.9xlO3

3.71

15.5
205
872

Spectral shift rod
The reference core design has a more negative void coefficient due to larger fuel
inventory and reactivity control capability with core flow becomes larger than current core
design. Taking advantage of large irvchannel space, it is possible to enhance the flow
reactivity control effect by introducing a large spectral shift rod (SSR). [7] The SSR
consists of a upward path and a downward path of coolant, and its water level is varied
corresponding to the flow rate through the lower tie plate controlled by the pressure drop.
Therefore the bundle average moderator density can be widely changed by the core flow
rate.

Making use of these features, the 1.5 times large fuel bundle core with SSR can be
expected to achieve operation with all control rods withdrawn, which leads to better
capacity factor and easier operation. In addition, it is expected to improve the fuel cycle
cost.

In this SSR core design study, the large bundle was composed of four sub-bundles
consisting of 8 X 8 lattice with two large SSRs. The fuel bundle configuration is shown in
Figure.5. The equilibrium core performance was evaluated in order to see the flexibility in
longer cycle operating of 18 EFPM and fuel discharged burnup of 60 GWd/t.
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Fig. 5 Bundle Configuration with SSR

Figure.6 shows variations of the core flow and the average SSR's water level. Core
excess reactivity is controlled by adjusting the core flow rate in the range of 20% without
inserting any control rods. Since flow distribution depends on the power distribution, the
water level in the SSR of the various bundles are different from each other. The water level
in the SSR in high power fuel bundle is lower than that in a lower power fuel bundle. This
makes the radial power distribution flatter. Although axial power peaking turns out to be
larger than the reference core, thermal margin is almost the same level. Cold shutdown
margin can be met with adequate margin and natural uranium resource savings around
5% is expected.
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Enhanced safety features
For ABWR-II, some passive safety systems have been adopted which serve as a backup
to the conventional active ones.[8] The Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS),
which was originally developed for the SBWR, is one such system. PCCS is activated
passively under LOCA conditions and heat energy is removed by means of heat
exchangers located in the water pool at the top of the containment vessel.

Another passive system in addition to PCCS is the Passive Heat Removal System
(PRCS). The PRCS function is to remove heat from the primary cooling system through
heat exchangers, which are independent of the PCCS. This system provides backup
protection for certain severe accident scenarios such as an extended station blackout or
failure of the active containment cooling systems, and PCCS and PRCS provide alternate
ultimate heat sinks to seawater.

These passive systems not only cover beyond DBA condition, but also provide in-depth
heat removal backup for RHR. Also as previously mentioned the use of gas turbine
generators to achieve diversity in ECCS power supply results in another important safety
improvement.

Preliminary PSA evaluation shows that core damage frequency (CDF) for internal events
during power operation has been reduced about one order (Figure. 7) as a result of
emergency power diversity and redundancy enhancement, passive cooling system
installation, and RHR train redundancy enhancement. Simplified PSA evaluation for
design selection also provided robust features of ABWR-II safety system configuration for
seismic induced events or shutdown events. Figure. 8 shows a scoping study result with
simplified treatment of seismic event. Due to the emergency power enhancement and
dedicated passive cooling system, SBO sequence remains a small contributor even
considering seismic induced events.

When shorter outage period is pursued to achieve higher plant availability, the core
damage risk during the shutdown period might become a potential issue since the
available number of RHR trains decreases almost throughout the outage period.
Additional RHR redundancy also contributes to reduce this shutdown risk. As can be seen
from Figure. 9 together with Figure. 7, shutdown risk is maintained to be about one order
smaller than CDF during power operation, since RHR availability is kept even in the
course of shortened annual outage periods by performing online maintenance.
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Fig. 7 Results of level 1 PSA
for the ABWR-II and the ABWR

Fig. 8 Results of simplified seismic PSA
for the ABWR-II and the ABWR
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FIG. 9 Results of shutdown PSA for the ABWR-II and the ABWR

Conclusions
A reference 1700 MWe plant design has been developed which will achieve
approximately 15% lower power generation costs and have only one-tenth risk of core
damage comparing to ABWR.

The future of nuclear power in a deregulated energy market presents many challenges as
well as uncertainties. ABWR-II is one practical solution, which will provide an economical
competitive edge while also meeting international safety standards for the next generation
reactor.

The ABWR-II features which include 1700MWe-power output, a large fuel assembly
design and enhanced safety features such as PCCS, are a good beginning. We must
continue to pursue and develop additional innovations in the establishment of a detailed
ABWR-II plant design. Only then can we guarantee a role for nuclear power in meeting the
energy challenges which lie ahead.
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